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About This Game

Overview

Do you like plundering and looting the universe with friends? Loot or Die will have you traveling to far off planets in search of,
you g 5d3b920ae0
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Great game! The game was originally on xbox 360 and it was ported very well for people coming from there. -a variety of levels
-PvP and PvE -Defend the flag mode -only boss mode -Many, many guns -and many, many pieces of armor that can make run
as fast as sonic or steal as much life as dracula -I can run like sonic -Rings with unique abilities for every play style And overall
just a great community. All of this for just 2 dollars? This is a MUST BUY for any new comers or even veterans coming from
the xbox. It was great then, and it's great now :) 9/10 would run like sonic again.. Greetings! This game is awesome, I highly
recommend it! Start off with basic gear, kill things and farm loot! Standard equipment slots with 2 accessories. The accessories
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are really cool, basically special abilities you find on each planet (heal, teleport, jump boost, etc). Magic find goes up the more
you kill, and you can find augmented items (lifesteal, health regen, movement speed, etc). Sound effects are well done, and the
music goes along perfectly. I like the design of the monsters, they are unique to their worlds so it's a really cool dynamic.
Gameplay is what you would expect from a side-scroller shooter, highly addictive! The AI steadily gets more difficult and has
lots of variations from each monster. Boss fights are epic! I had to really plan my build and strategize to beat them. Bring a
friend! The Co-op is really fun too. I love jumping into a game to help clear a level or kill a boss. You can have up to 4 people
in a match, the enemy's health goes up for each new member. I haven't tried PvP yet but there is a nice arena set up for it, lot's
of caves and perches.. I think there's only 1 problem. The wepons in the begining should be a little bit more different and not the
same just the same thing but with different skin. In the late game I've seen that this problem changes but you still need to get
there. Other wise I love the game so far and I've had fun with it.. Its a good game ya know. I think there's only 1 problem. The
wepons in the begining should be a little bit more different and not the same just the same thing but with different skin. In the
late game I've seen that this problem changes but you still need to get there. Other wise I love the game so far and I've had fun
with it.
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